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By Greg Cohen

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 136 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.When you lose a loved one, theres not a lot
you can do except wait for time to heal the open wound. But when 13 year-old Theo Saunders
mother is struck down by a drunk driver, his reeling family does something wholly unexpected:
they seek distraction and solace in a trip to far-flung China. In the aftermath of his mothers death,
Theo is struggling to understand how, Somewhere, somebody decided that when you turn
thirteen, you suddenly become an adult. Like all adolescents, hes feeling betrayed. The years of
parental reassurance that theyll keep the world a safe place have ended all too abruptly. He knows
this isnt new. As if finding out who you are amidst the jigsaw puzzle of high school, social media
and an ignorant, extorting bully all coupled with the sirens call of the opposite sex isnt enough,
Theo and his twin sister Rose awake to find themselves drowning in a sea of grief. Smart and
independent the children of two Seattle Symphony principal players in their family, Art is always
spelled with a capital A....
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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